Office Tactics is a premiere tactical office simulator where you take the role of every middle manager's fantasy.
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Windows PC

“Tactics Game Enthusiasts”, “Single Player Strategy Enthusiasts”

Office Tactics is an isometric turn-based tactics game in which you fight through various floors of a cartoony office building to defeat the evil boss. You accomplish this by using a limited pool of fellow office workers and their array of different abilities; from menial workers to powerful tech wizards. Each unit gains experience and is persistent between levels, but if they are lost in combat they're gone for good. Defeating the boss will take careful planning and management of your forces battle to battle.

- Four Levels
- 6 distinct unit types for the player to command
- Fitting music and ambient sound for each level
- Intelligent AI capable of matching wits with a human opponent.

Unreal engine, Adobe Flash, Autodesk Scaleform, Norco College Art Department

Arturo Concepcion, concep@csusb.edu, 909-537-5330

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NB4YpYW7Bc0
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